


What is H5P?
 H5P is a framework for creating interactive content, such as 

quizzes, presentations and experiences
 It integrates into Moodle and other VLEs
 Generally easy to use, with lots of guidance available (built-in and 

online)



What is H5P?
 Reasonably accessible, though some resources require a little more 

development
 Doesn’t rely on Adobe Flash but gives a similar level of interactivity 

and animation. Uses modern HTML 5 standards
 You can monitor students' engagement and follow up 

with those students who are not engaging with the activities











An Example at City: CitySCaPE
 CitySCaPE is a resource to teach student nurses about learning 

disability
 Scenario videos with opportunities to reflect / group discussion
 Original resource, built on Moodle, won the 2015 HENSL price for 

multimedia
 Recently converted into H5P to give a better user experience
 Built using the H5P Course Presentation – a bit like a PowerPoint 

show but with built in quizzes, navigation, and videos





A few points to take away
 Some resources can take a while to set up but once done, work well 

and are easily modified
 Unless you are using the interactive elements, maybe easier to use 

a PowerPoint presentation
Work well on tablets and other mobile devices



A few points to take away
 Reusable Learning Objects – H5P resources can be downloaded 

and easily uploaded to other modules
 In order to use H5P, you need the Pilot Role on Moodle. Request 

access via IT Self Service Portal



Resources
 Guidance:

https://sleguidance.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/Moodle/pages/106565
665/H5P

 Video resources:
https://mediaspace.city.ac.uk/media/1_xp8ce0yp
https://mediaspace.city.ac.uk/media/1_r9ozrajm

https://sleguidance.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/Moodle/pages/106565665/H5P
https://mediaspace.city.ac.uk/media/1_xp8ce0yp
https://mediaspace.city.ac.uk/media/1_r9ozrajm


Resources
Main H5P website, https://h5p.org/

 https://www.mybrainisopen.net/category/designing-
learning/instructional-design/

https://h5p.org/
https://www.mybrainisopen.net/category/designing-learning/instructional-design/
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